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Abstract  

In many examples, making an attempt to be better than others parties who have private facts may collaboratively 

control of business privacy preserving made distribution facts observations (PPDA) tasks to learn good facts models 

or observations outcomes. For example, different credit card companies may do one's best to make better models for 

credit card false behavior discovery through PPDA works. In the same way, taking part in competition companies in 

the same industry may do one's best to trading group their sales facts to make models that may say what will take 

place in the future the future sales. In many of these examples, the making an attempt to be better than others parties 

have different reasons (purposes). Although certain PPDA techniques be responsible for that nothing other than the 

last observations outcome is let be seen, it is not possible to make certain of whether or not taking part parties are 

truthful about their private input facts. In other words, unless right reasons (purposes) are group, even current PPDA 

techniques cannot put a stop to taking part parties from modifying their private inputs. This raises the question of 

how to design reason (purpose) able to exist together privacy-preserving knowledge for computers observations 

techniques that be the reason for taking part parties to make ready truthful input facts. In this paper, we first undergo 

growth key theorems, then base on these theorem, we get at the details of what types of privacy-preserving 

knowledge for computers observations tasks could be guided in a way that having effect the truth is the best good 

quality for any taking part group. 
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